We have performed wind-tunnel experiments to measure velocity and scalar concentration profiles over urban-like roughness arrays and reveal important characteristics of scalar dispersion in the boundary layer over rough wall as follows. First, comparison of profiles reveals that the scalar concentration boundary layer depth reaches almost consistent depth of momentum boundary layer, meaning that scalar is passively transported or diffused in boundary layer. In addition, the development of the boundary layer is steeper than that of smooth surface. Secondly, aerodynamic parameters, such as roughness length and displacement height are determined for both momentum and scalar. It reveals that the roughness length of scalar is smaller than that of momentum by the order of 10 -2 and can be well estimated by well-known scale-similarity model. Thirdly, roughness function of the momentum and scalar are determined and compared with several previous results. The roughness function of scalar for the present study lies between that of smooth and rough wall because of scale effect of scalar and decrease of Re number dependency.
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We have performed wind-tunnel experiments to measure velocity and scalar concentration profiles over urban-like roughness arrays and reveal important characteristics of scalar dispersion in the boundary layer over rough wall as follows. First, comparison of profiles reveals that the scalar concentration boundary layer depth reaches almost consistent depth of momentum boundary layer, meaning that scalar is passively transported or diffused in boundary layer. In addition, the development of the boundary layer is steeper than that of smooth surface. Secondly, aerodynamic parameters, such as roughness length and displacement height are determined for both momentum and scalar. It reveals that the roughness length of scalar is smaller than that of momentum by the order of 10 -2 and can be well estimated by well-known scale-similarity model. Thirdly, roughness function of the momentum and scalar are determined and compared with several previous results. The roughness function of scalar for the present study lies between that of smooth and rough wall because of scale effect of scalar and decrease of Re number dependency.
Keywords : Similarity, Scalar profile, Velocity profile, Cubical block array Barlow et al. Goff-Gratch , vol.73, No.632, pp.1225 , vol.73, No.632, pp. -1231 , vol.73, No.632, pp. , 2008 .10 , vol.76, No.659, 67-73, 2011 .1 Evaluation on the amount of momentum and scalar transported between urban surfaces and the atmosphere is key factor for accurate estimation of urban environment. Usually, so-called the bulk method is used to express momentum and scalar fluxes from surfaces. In the method, it is necessary to determine or parameterize the bulk transfer coefficients by means of wind-tunnel experiments and filed measurements. For momentum transport, it is known that dependency on the Reynolds number can be negligible when the flow over surfaces is sufficiently turbulent, namely under fully rough condition, because the transport is dominated by the form drag on roughness elements but not on the viscous friction on surfaces. In contrast to momentum transport, scalar fluxes on surfaces are determined by only the viscous friction, meaning Reynolds number dependency may not become negligible even if the flow is enough turbulent. To consider the effect on scalar transport, the scale similarity model to estimate the amount of scalar fluxes is firstly proposed by Brutsaert, and is consequently confirmed to be valid for different types of roughness conditions. However, various conditions are desired to make the model more sufficient and reliable.
Therefore, we have performed wind-tunnel experiments to measure velocity and scalar concentration profiles over urban-like roughness arrays and consider the effect of roughness element on scalar transport. Experimental conditions are explained in chapter 2 and results and conclusion are given in chapter 3 and chapter4.
The schematic figure for the wind tunnel is shown in Fig. 2 . Cubical blocks with the height of H=25mm are arranged on the entire floor in a staggered pattern with a density of 17.4%. As a scalar source, water is supplied on the floor for length of 122H by using wet-filter papers and a water tank embedded on the floor. For the measurement of scalar concentration, four semi-conductor-type humidity sensors (SENSIRON SHT75) located in each unit, which can detect relative humidity and temperature, are automatically traversed for 95 locations in the vertical direction.
The frequency and duration of measurements are 1Hz and 60 sec., respectively. Theoretical accuracy of these sensors and standard deviations of the measurements are well examined as listed in Table 1 , and are confirmed to be sufficient to quantify the scalar concentration in the boundary layer.
Results of the present experiment are summarized as follows. First, comparison of profiles reveals that the scalar concentration boundary layer depth reaches almost consistent depth of momentum boundary layer, meaning that scalar is passively transported or diffused in boundary layer. In addition, the development of the boundary layer is steeper than that of smooth surface as shown in Fig.4 (b) . Secondly, aerodynamic parameters, such as roughness length and displacement height are determined for both momentum and scalar as listed in Table 2 . It reveals that the roughness length of scalar is smaller than that of momentum by the order of 10 -2 and can be well estimated wellknown scale-similarity model by Brutsaert. Thirdly, roughness function of the momentum and scalar are determined and compared with several previous results as shown in Fig. 6 . The roughness function of scalar for the present study lies between that of smooth and rough wall because of scale effect of scalar and decrease of Re number dependency. 
